Ash -Talk

We Celebrate our Year 12 ‘s last Week 16/9 to 19/9

Adika Njemanze won body building championship and was given the title of Sydney’s Biggest Teenage Man 2013.

DANCE
KARWIN KNOX PREFORMING WITH THE INDIGINOUS BANGARRA DANCE COMPANY.
Joshua Staines performing at Long Bay Jail. He represented the school at many cultural celebrations throughout the years especially as our Captain.
Zack Reid’s Painting for his HSC Major work

Shangwen Lu - Watercolour painting as part of his HSC Major

Beau Barter – Qaranivalu
Watercolour and pen drawing one of his elements for his HSC Major
The 2013 Music 1 class consisted of Nathan PARKS; Ali RAZA; DK NAM and Michael YU. The class’s performance talents were varied and combined well. Michael and Ali the class's vocalists’, with Ali sharing his culture with the school and HSC markers by singing some cultural music. DK was our class cellist whose talent improved throughout the year. Nathan Parks majored in the flute for his HSC, having mastered many other instruments throughout his school life, and being an active member of the music department for six years on various instruments. All students have been a delight to teach ensuring a very proud Music Teacher.
Right: Juan Pablo Guevara Morales at the Cross Country event. Left; James Tian who received an award this week as the Individual Winner of Secondary School Community Citizenship.
David Thai — a very creative Sculpture made out of pencil drawings for his HSC Major Works.
Year 12 Woodwork
Major Works

James Jung Watercolour as part of his selection for HSC Major Works.
Zac Reid Individual Drama Performance above &
Corroboree launch below